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Product-Focused Software Process Improvement: 12th International Conference, PROFES 2011Springer, 2011

	On behalf of the PROFES Organizing Committee we are proud to present the
	proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Product-Focused Software
	Process Improvement (PROFES 2011), held in Torre Canne, Italy. Since 1999
	PROFES has grown in the software engineering community and has become a
	premium conference that brings together...
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tinyAVR Microcontroller Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	CREATE FIENDISHLY FUN tinyAVR MICROCONTROLLER PROJECTS


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to conceptualize, build, and program 34 tinyAVR microcontroller devices that you can use for either entertainment or practical purposes. After covering the development process, tools, and power supply sources, tinyAVR...
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Network Intrusion Analysis: Methodologies, Tools, and Techniques for Incident Analysis and ResponseSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Nearly every business depends on its network to provide information services to carry out essential activities, and network intrusion attacks have been growing increasingly frequent and severe. When network intrusions do occur, it's imperative that a thorough and systematic analysis and investigation of the attack is conducted to...
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Five Stars: Putting Online Reviews to Work for Your BusinessSybex, 2014

	Create positive visibility for your business with this essential roadmap


	Everyone now understands the importance of online reviews on sites such as Yelp. This unique book helps you influence the process and leverage the results to increase sales and revenue. Five Stars is the perfect guide to a timely and crucial...
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The Complete Guide to Day Trading: A Practical Manual From a Professional Day Trading CoachBookSurge Publishing, 2008

	Do you want to be a day trader?


	Every day, millions of dollars change hands in the markets, presenting the perfect opportunity for people just like you to make significant money and profits through the art of day trading.


	But here's the question: is day trading right for you? And, if it is, how do you get...
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Wireframing Essentials (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2014

	If you've ever wanted to be a User Experience (UX) designer, this book will give you a great head start. It's a comprehensive handbook to the core principles and leads you through design methodologies with many practical examples.


	Overview

	
		Get up to speed on the industry standard design...
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Academic Medicine:A Guide for CliniciansSpringer, 2008

	Robert B. Taylor, MD, has edited this book that introduces physicians and clinicians to an academic career in the health professions. Written from the clinician’s viewpoint, it guides readers who are considering or who have recently embarked upon such a career through the essentials. Taylor’s approach is practical and well...
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Pentaho Data Integration Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	The premier open source ETL tool is at your command with this recipe-packed cookbook. Learn to use data sources in Kettle, avoid pitfalls, and dig out the advanced features of Pentaho Data Integration the easy way.


	Overview

	
		Intergrate Kettle in integration with other components of the Pentaho Business...
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Cancer Immunotherapy at the Crossroads: How Tumors Evade Immunity and What Can Be Done (Current Clinical Oncology)Humana Press, 2003

	Leading investigators and clinicians detail the different mechanisms used by tumors to escape and impair the immune system and then spell out possible clinical strategies to prevent or reverse tumor-induced immune dysfunction. The authors review the mechanisms of immune dysfunction and evasion mechanisms in histologically diverse human...
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Understanding Records: A Field Guide To Recording PracticeBloomsbury Reference, 2010

	Recording Practice is musical practice, a technical but artistic affair. Understanding Records explains the musical language of Recording Practice in a way that any interested reader can understand. Drawing on readily available hit records produced since 1945, each section of this book explains a handful of core production and engineering...
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Practical Game Design: Learn the art of game design through applicable skills and cutting-edge insightsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Design accessible and creative games across genres, platforms, and development realities

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement the skills and techniques required to work in a professional studio
	
			Ace the core principles and processes of level design, world building, and storytelling

...
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CCNA Practical StudiesCisco Press, 2002
Understanding the concepts covered on the Cisco Certified Network Associate exam  is no longer sufficient to succeed on the test. With the release of CCNA exam  #640-607, Cisco has introduced performance-based testing elements to measure  your ability to perform hands-on tasks in a time critical environment. In order  to be completely prepared...
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